Year Seven Leaders 2010

Communication Leaders

Renee Buckland, Madison Connolly, Fiona Barr, Holly Bolton, Alicia Gould, Emilio Gonzalez (abs)

"Being a Communications Leader is important because you are responsible for greeting visitors to the school, thanking guests for their work, setting-up and packing-up for school assemblies and leading the assemblies. Being in this role helps you become a more mature and reliable student and allows you to contribute to the school in a special way."

Environmental Leaders

Gerry Fox, Keanu Rohrlach, Griffin Bellette, Elise Brabazon, Jacob Campbell, Mitchell Nelson (abs)

"Being an Environmental Leader is great because you get to help around the school. It’s a very important position because it requires you to put up our national flag every day, create the weekly sign and make the school look more beautiful and presentable. We enjoy the extra responsibility and trust that this role gives us."

Sports Leaders

Zachariah Esmonde, Keriana Eaglesome, Austin Gear, Kevin Phillips, Griffin Bellette, Elise Brabazon, Fiona Barr, Joshua Garbin, Shania Pereshow (abs)

"Being a Sports Leader is awesome because you get to help younger students get equipment to play with from the sports shed, help Mrs Ramshaw with sports carnivals, help organise morning fitness rotations and get the younger students active. This position certainly helps you to develop as a mature, responsible role model to the younger students."

Library Leaders

Chelsea Turner-Ledwidge, Emily Barratt, Shani Kellett, Tegan Longden, Holly Bolton, Gerry Fox, Gemma Neylon (abs)

"Being a Library Leader is an important role as you have many different jobs to do so that the library is organised and the books are kept in good conditions. Some of the jobs we do include putting away the books correctly, covering books and helping with the displays. We enjoy working in the air-conditioned Library and the responsibility of keeping the books organised."